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Electron correlation in chromium-doped silicon cluster (Cr@Si12) in its neutral, positively, and negatively charged states with different
nuclear configurations is investigated by means of quantum Monte Carlo methods. It is found that the correlation energy per electron is
independent of whether the state is charged or not and about1 eV for each of these three states. The total binding energy of the neutral state per
atom is 3.5 eV, which is divided into the Hartree-Fock contribution nearly equal to 1.2 eV and the correlation contribution as large as 2.3 eV. In
the Hartree-Fock approximation, the ionization energy is 6.9 eV and the electron affinity is 2.7 eV. Correlation increases the ionization energy by
1.7 eV and the electron affinity by 1.4 eV. [doi:10.2320/matertrans.47.2617]
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1. Introduction
Metal doped silicon clusters are currently attracting great
interest as metal encapsulation could offer interesting
possibilities of producing size selected silicon clusters in
large quantities. Experimentally high abundances of 15 and
16 Si atom clusters doped with a Cr, Mo, or W atom were
obtained by Beck1) who also speculated that the structure
of such clusters could be a cage of Si and a metal atom at the
center. More recently in another experiment2) 12 atom silicon
cluster doped with a W atom has been found to be
particularly stable and non-reactive with H. It was shown
to have a prism structure with W at the center. Cage clusters
of pure silicon are unstable in contrast with carbon clusters.3)
Theoretical studies4,5) have shown that silicon clusters
(Sin) with high symmetries are stabilized by doping a
transition metal (TM) atom such as Ti and Zr. Further
theoretical and experimental studies on metal doped silicon
cage clusters (TM@Sin) have been widely performed
6–11)
and the predictions of a high symmetry Ti@Si16 cluster have
been confirmed12) with nearly exclusive abundance of this
cluster.
Very recently, Kawamura et al.10,11) have performed a
systematic study of magic behavior of the chromium-doped
silicon clusters (Cr@Sin) in the framework of density
functional theory (DFT)13,14) using the generalized gradient
approximation (GGA)15) and the hybrid exchange-correlation
functional (B3PW91).16) They have found that Cr@Si12 and
Cr@Si15 calculated with GGA show magic behaviors, but the
use of B3PW91 makes the magic behavior of Cr@Si15 very
poor. Therefore they have arrived at the conclusion that the
accurate treatment of exchange and correlation is needed for
the investigation of the bonding nature of these clusters.
In the present paper, we apply quantum Monte Carlo
(QMC) methods such as variational Monte Carlo (VMC) and
diffusion Monte Carlo (DMC) methods17) to the quantitative
study of Cr@Si12 clusters in its neutral, positively, and
negatively charged states. VMC and DMC both can provide
an accurate evaluation of the ground-state energy of the
system, which is comparable to the conventional quantum
chemistry methods such as configuration interaction (CI)
method. The computational cost of QMC is nearly propor-
tional to N3, while that of CI at least to N6 where N is the
number of electrons in the system. The QMC algorithm is
appropriate for parallel computing. Hence we have to adopt
QMC methods for the quantitative study of large systems
instead of a so-called truncated CI method involving the size-
consistency problem. The use of VMC and DMC enables one
to investigate the role of correlation in the bonding nature of
clusters.
Section II deals with the computational methods. Section
III provides numerical results for various quantities together
with some discussions.
2. Computational Methods
VMC is a method of evaluating the expectation value of an
operator with respect to a trial wavefunction T through
Monte Carlo integration. A typical trial wavefunction
adopted for VMC usually contains a number of parameters
whose values are optimized such that the square of the
standard deviation for the VMC total energy (i.e., variance
2) takes its minimum.18,19) In order to approximate the
variance to its smallest possible value equivalent to zero, one
must pay attention to the singular behavior of the exact many-
electron wavefunction ðfrig; frIgÞ caused by the short-
distance behavior of the Coulomb interaction. Consider
ðfrig; frIgÞ where frig and frIg denote a set of electronic
coordinates and a set of nuclear coordinates, respectively. In
general ðfrig; frIgÞ exhibits a discontinuity in its first-order
derivative as ri ! rI or ri ! rj, i.e., whenever an electron
approaches to a nucleus or another electron. In either limit
ðfrig; frIgÞ remains finite but exhibits a cusp-like singular
behavior with respect to the nucleus-electron separation jri 
rI j or the electron-electron separation jri  rjj.20) The
accurate description of all cusp discontinuities in the trial
wavefunction is indispensable to make the variance con-
vergent. The point is how to approximate the variance to its
smallest possible value by taking full account of those cusps
in the wavefunction.
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The trial wave function we have adopted in the present
study is of the Slater-Jastrow type:
T ðfrig; frIgÞ ¼ Dðfrig; frIgÞ exp½Jðfrig; frIgÞ; ð1Þ
where D and exp½J denote a Slater determinant and a
Jastrow factor, respectively. For each of the three clusters, we
have used the same nuclear configuration frIg that Kawamura
et al.10,11) obtained from their DFT study. The neutral and
anion clusters have both the same hexagonal prism structure
with D6h symmetry, while the cation cluster has a structure
distorted from D6h to C2v symmetry. We have calculated the
one-electron orbitals entering the determinant D with
Gaussian 98 code, 6-311+G basis set, and B3PW91.21)
These orbitals give no appropriate description of the nucleus-
electron cusp since the Gaussian code is employed. In order
to recover the cusp behavior we have adopted an extrap-
olation method in which the main-body behavior of these
orbitals is smoothly connected to an appropriate analytic
form near the nuclei.22) We have adopted the Jastrow
function J constructed from three terms: The first is the
homogeneous isotropic electron-electron term, the second the
isotropic electron-nucleus term centered on the nuclei, and
the third the isotropic electron-electron-nucleus term cen-
tered on the nuclei.23,24) The first is responsible for the
electron-electron cusp for both spin-antiparallel and spin-
parallel configurations.
DMC is a technique for numerically solving the many-
electron Schödinger equation for any stationary state. The
time-dependent Schrödinger equation involves an exponen-
tial factor with an imaginary argument expðiĤt=h Þ, where
Ĥ is the many-electron Hamiltonian. By introducing the
imaginary-time  ¼ it, the equation can be transformed into a
diffusion-type Fokker-Planck equation. Its imaginary-time
evolution, owing to the presence of a damping factor
expðĤ=h Þ, can in principle lead to the exact wavefunction
after a long enough interval , unless the starting trial
wavefunction is completely orthogonal to the exact one.
We have used in DMC the same starting trial wavefunction
as in VMC. It is evident that the accuracy of DMC depends
critically on the starting trial wavefunction as follows:
(1) DMC usually assumes the fixed-node approximation in
which the nodal surfaces of the DMC wavefunction are
assumed to be the same as those of the VMC wave-
function.25,26)
(2) The lower starting energy leads to the more rapid
convergence of the final DMC energy.
(3) The lower deviation of the VMCwavefunction from the
final DMC wavefunction leads to the more numerically
stable results of DMC.
The number of parameters in the Jastrow factor is totally
73 for each atom and 157 for each cluster in the present study.
These parameters are optimized by minimizing the variance





where EVMC denotes the VMC energy.
18,26) We have also
performed the VMC calculation omitting the Jastrow factor
to evaluate the Hartree-Fock energy. To attain reasonably
converged results we have accumulated the numerical results
over 8 107{1 108 steps for the HF calculations, over 3
108{7 108 steps for the VMC calculations, and over 1
106{3 106 steps for the DMC calculations. In the DMC
calculations for the atoms and clusters we have used a time
step of 0.0005 a.u., which is small enough to make the time-
step error negligibly small. We have performed all the HF,
VMC, and DMC calculations using the CASINO code.27)
3. Results and Discussions
Table 1 gives a list of QMC values for the ground-state
energy of the Si atom, the Cr atom, and the Cr@Si12 cluster in
its neutral, positively, and negatively charged states. EHF
denotes the energy calculated with the Slater determinant
alone. EVMC denotes the VMC energy calculated with the
Slater-Jastrow wavefunction. EDMC denotes the DMC en-





The ratio  gives a measure of how the quality of the starting
trial wavefunction adopted in VMC is appropriate for DMC.
The variance for the HF calculation is denoted by 2HF and
that for the VMC calculation by 2VMC. The values of 
2
HF and
2VMC are also listed in Table 1.
The higher value of  and the lower value of 2VMC lead to
the more rapid convergence of the DMC energy. The present
study for the atoms and clusters gives the value of  that is
comparable with the previously reported one.28) The variance
2HF is larger than the variance 
2
VMC by a factor of 2:9{3:1 for
the atoms and by a factor of 1:5{3:6 for the clusters. The
smaller value of 2VMC means that the use of the Jastrow
Table 1 A list of QMC valeus for the ground-state energy of the Si atom, the Cr atom, and the Cr@Si12 clusters. The ratio  and the
variance 2 in the HF and VMC calculations are also given. Statistical errors in QMC are indicated in the parenthesis. All energies are in
hartree units.
Cr@Si12 cluster
Si atom Cr atom
cation neutral anion
EHF 288.8468(12) 1043.3001(48) 4509.7977(150) 4510.0221(64) 4510.1203(64)
EVMC 289.2180(3) 1044.1500(38) 4515.6856(30) 4516.1281(17) 4516.2322(20)
EDMC 289.3294(9) 1044.3440(18) 4517.6533(194) 4517.9711(37) 4518.1200(38)
 76.9(4) 81.4(7) 75.0(3) 76.8(1) 76.4(1)
2HF 41 431 2792 1365 1514
2VMC 13 133 1847 376 486
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factor successfully describes electron-electron cusps. The
variance 2VMC for the anion cluster is slightly larger than that
for the neutral cluster. On the other hand, the variance 2VMC
for the cation cluster is by a factor of 4.9 larger than that for
the neutral cluster. The statistical error in the DMC energy
calculations of the cation cluster is largest. This is probably
ascribed to the fact that the cation cluster (C2v) has lower
symmetry than the neutral cluster (D6h).
Table 2 shows a list of the correlation energy per electron
"c of the Si atom, the Cr atom, and the neutral, positively, and
negatively charged Cr@Si12 clusters in VMC and DMC. The
correlation energy is defined as the difference between the
exact ground-state energy and the HF energy. For compar-
ison we also list the SDCI correlation energy "c of the Si and
Cr atoms, which we have evaluated by the same GAUSSIAN
98 code and basis set 6-311+G as used in the QMC
calculations. We have attempted to perform the same SDCI
calculations for the clusters, but arrived at no reasonably
converged results.
The correlation energy per electron "c is of the same order
common to atoms, molecules, and solids. It is approximately
1 eV. This means that the magnitude of "c is rather
insensitive to both the number of electrons in the system and
the electronic structure. According to VMC and DMC, the
magnitude of "c for the Si atom is smaller than that for the Cr
atom. However, SDCI fails to give the correct order of "c for
the two atoms. This is because SDCI is not size-consistent.
The correlation energy per electron in DMC is about 1 eV
for the neutral cluster, its cation and anion. From the above
numerical results it is evident that DMC has the property of
size-consistency in the evaluation of the correlation energy.
Table 3 gives a list of QMC values for the binding energy
per atom (BE), the ionization energy (IE), and the electron
affinity (EA) for the neutral cluster. The total binding energy
of the neutral state per atom is 3.5 eV, which is divided into
the HF contribution nearly equal to 1.2 eV and the correlation
contribution as large as 2.3 eV. The ionization energy or the
electron affinity is defined as the total energy difference
between the neutral state and positively or negatively charged
state with different nuclear configurations. Note that corre-
lation increases the ionization energy by 1.7 eV and the
electron affinity by 1.4 eV.
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Table 2 A list of the correlation energy per electron "c of the Si atom, the
Cr atom, and the Cr@Si12 clusters. Statistical errors in QMC are indicated
in the parenthesis. All energies are in eV units.
Cr@Si12 cluster
Si atom Cr atom
cation neutral anion
"VMCc 0.721(2) 0.963(7) 0.838(2) 0.865(1) 0.861(1)
"DMCc 0.938(3) 1.183(6) 1.119(3) 1.126(1) 1.127(1)
"SDCIc 0.120 0.091
Table 3 A list of QMC values for the binding energy per atom (BE), the
ionization energy (IE), and the electron affinity (EA) for the neutral
cluster. Statistical errors in QMC are indicated in the parenthesis. All
energies are in eV units.
HF VMC DMC
BE 1.17(4) 2.85(1) 3.50(2)
IE 6.9(3) 12.0(1) 8.6(5)
EA 2.7(1) 2.8(1) 4.1(1)
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